
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Scotsman's KVS Vari-Smart™ Ice Level Control Kit for Prodigy Plus® ice 

machines works with your ice cuber to regulate how much ice is produced 

in a 24-hour period. When you have less demand for ice, you can turn the 

production level down so that you don't waste energy and water making 

ice you don't need. During the times when your demand for ice goes up, 

you can simply turn the control up to allow the machine to make more ice.  

 

The Scotsman KSBU Smart-Board™ Advanced Control panel 

works with Scotsman ice cubers to allow for fast, easy diagnosis 

when there is a problem so that your ice machine can be fixed 

quickly. It uses operational data to make sure that the first fix is 

the right one. 

The Scotsman KSBU-N Smart-Board™ advanced control panel 

works with Scotsman ice cubers to allow for fast, easy diagnosis 

when there is a problem so that your ice machine can be fixed 

quickly. It uses operational data to make sure that the first fix is 

the right one. This Smart-Board™ advanced control panel is 

network capable, with an Ethernet connection, to make it even 

easier to keep your ice machine running smoothly.  

 

   

The Scotsman KPAS Advanced Sustainability Kit for Prodigy Plus® ice 

machines includes the Scotsman KVS Vari-Smart™ ice level control kit as 

well as the KSBU-N Smart-Board™ network capable control kit. This kit 

is designed to help your Prodigy Plus® ice machine last as long as 

possible. The Vari-Smart™ ice level control allows you to set the amount 

of ice produced to reflect your needs as your demand for ice fluctuates 

from one day to the next, while the Smart-Board™ control panel helps 

diagnose any problems with your ice machine so that they can be fixed 

correctly and quickly on the first attempt. 
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